Oscillator networks with tissue-specific circadian clocks in plants.
Many organisms rely on circadian clocks to synchronize their biological processes with the 24-h rotation of the earth. In mammals, the circadian clock consists of a central clock in the suprachiasmatic nucleus and peripheral clocks in other tissues. The central clock is tightly coupled to synchronize rhythmicity and can organize peripheral clocks through neural and hormonal signals. In contrast to mammals, it has long been assumed that the circadian clocks in each plant cell is able to be entrained by external light, and they are only weakly coupled to each other. Recently, however, several reports have demonstrated that plants have unique oscillator networks with tissue-specific circadian clocks. Here, we introduce our current view regarding tissue-specific properties and oscillator networks of plant circadian clocks. Accumulating evidence suggests that plants have multiple oscillators, which show distinct properties and reside in different tissues. A direct tissue-isolation technique and micrografting have clearly demonstrated that plants have hierarchical oscillator networks consisting of multiple tissue-specific clocks.